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Enrc Szswczvr
INsrcNrrrcANT INrRustoNs
The world is vast...
in tirne and space, kind and place;
It is easy to look past what stares in our face
We search beyond what we possess.
even overlooking thc most amazing treasures.
We go to all measures to seek more intense pleasures
that will distract us from our bleak realities.
Insignilicant intrusions of detrimental delusion
capture our cortex in an utler state of confusion.
Dilute your 5elt'-pl6claimed substantialities
and sharpen your naturally given abilities.
Susceptibility to your unique and individual kryptonite
could transfbnn your personality and alter your life.
Life...rneaningless without death;
Possession...pointless without thefi;
Resuscitate my shriveled lungs fbr I was leti in a breathless state.
Devoid of sane thought processes so I crazily contemplate.
Does a revelation beckon and tease?
Can you ask politely without saying please?
Sacrillcial lambs to appease the gods above.
Something superficial such as the thought of love.
It use to be real, but now I f'eel contradiction.
My award-winning documentary has become a work of fiction.
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